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Nursery
The children in nursery have 
really enjoyed starting our new 
topic Minibeasts, finding all 
about the life cycle of a butterfly. 
It was really exciting when our 
real caterpillars arrived this 
morning, we just can't wait until 
they turn into butterflies. 
We have been exploring shapes 
and size in maths this week, 
Looking for 
different shapes we
can find in our
environment. We
have also loved 
Writing sounds on
 our new magic
 writing wall.

Year 1
The children were amazed to 
find a spaceship had crash 
landed in the outdoor area on 
Monday!  Our literacy this week 
has been based around writing 
a wanted poster because the 
baby alien called Nerg has gone 
missing.  The children used 
amazing adjectives to describe 
Nerg and drew a picture of him.  
In maths we have been halving 
shapes and quantities.  We 
have started using
Kodable in 
computing this 
week to teach the 
children about 
algorithms. 

Year 3
This term our topic history 
based and is called Tribal Tales 
The children will be learning all 
about The Stone Age. The 
children were shocked to know 
just how long ago the time 
period was! In literacy we have 
been reading The Stone Age 
Boy and have been focusing on 
adjectives, adverbs and verbs. 
In Maths we 
have been 
looking at 
tenths and 
continuing 
our fraction 
work. 

Foundation Stage 2

The children have had a wonderful 
first week back they have enjoyed 
the introduction to our new topic 
fairy tales, they especially enjoyed 
this by dressing up as their favourite 
fairytale character, we have 
introduced the book The Three Billy 
Goats Gruff from the story 
intruduction the children have 
enjoyed, painting trolls, building 
bridges and acting out the story 
using puppets and masks.
In maths we have been exploring 
2D and 3D shapes and we have 
been making repeating patterns, 
using objects, paint and colour 
pens.
In PE we have been exploring ball 
skills moving the ball around in 
different ways

Year 5

This term, our topic is called 
‘Allotment’. During this topic, we 
will be planting in the allotment, 
growing from seeds, tubers etc. 
Our key focus for our writing will 
be to write a persuasive letter for 
the effects of climate change. The 
children of year 5 have been 
gaining skills to allow them to 
write effective persuasive letters. 
In RE, the main focus for this 
term is to think ‘What would 
Jesus do?’. In Reading, we have 
started a new book of ‘The Boy 
Who Grew Dragons’. Mrs Bettney 
has been really kind and has 
brought dragon fruit into school 
for both teams to try. It has been 
a great first week back. Well done 
Year 5!

Year 6
This term our topic is called Hola 
Mexico. So we have started by 
looking at the Mayan civilisation 
and how they were able to create 
a society that lasted for over 2000 
years. We have begun looking at 
the famous Mexican artist Frida 
Kahlo and especially her self 
portraits. 
In Maths we have been fine 
tuning SATS skills and 
developing our understanding of 
line graphs. In RE we have 
questioned what makes a 
location a sacred place and why 
do people travel to these holy 
sites. In English we are ready to 
write our Instructional Reports 
based upon healthy lifestyles, 
food and exercise.  

Year 2

This term our topic is called 
Beachcombers. In Literacy we 
are continuing read the 
Lighthouse Keeper stories. This 
week we wrote a character 
description of Mr Grinling 
working hard to include 
different conjunctions and 
adjectives. In maths we have 
been creating and interpreting 
tally charts and pictograms. In 
Science work we have been 
learning how to sort objects 
into living,  nonliving and alive 
once. In PHSE we have been 
learning about families and how 
they are all unique.

Year 4

This term our topic is called 
Traders and Raiders, we will be 
looking closely at the Vikings in 
Britain. In literacy, we started to 
explore non-chronological 
reports about Vikings daily life 
and started to collect facts to 
our own report next week. In 
maths, we finished our 
decimals topic. In PSHE, we 
have been learning about 
jealousy ways to overcome it. In 
RE, we started our new topic all 
about how and why do 
believers show commitments 
during the journey of life.


